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TWIN BEAM DROPPED AXLE FAILURES 
DJM/LCM Truck-brand ‘Dream Beam’ 

LVVTA has become aware of a failure of a ‘DJM-brand’ (also branded ‘LCM Truck’) ‘Dream Beam’ split front axle 

suspension. 

These dropped twin-beam axles are aftermarket replacement axles designed for lowering the front suspension of 

mid 1960s through to 1970s F-series Ford Pickups. They are branded as either DJM, or LCM Truck, and lower the 

suspension by increasing the length of the ‘drop’ at the outer sections of the axles. Due to the unusual design of the 

suspension fitted to Ford pickups of this era and the lack of other readily available bolt-on suspension-lowering 

alternatives, vehicle owners and modifiers often consider using these components on their vehicles. 

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) has previously reviewed and rejected applications for these dropped split 

beam axles, first in 2010 and then again in 2013. These decisions were based on poor design aspects of the axles, 

some of which are mentioned below.  

A DJM/LCM Truck axle has recently failed overseas and although unlikely to be fitted to vehicles in New Zealand, it is 

possible that they are fitted to as yet uncertified vehicles or could have been LVV certified prior to the TAC decision 

to disallow the approval of these axles. There may also be axles that have been imported into the country either as 

parts not yet fitted to a vehicle, or fitted to vehicles not yet being used on the road.  

This Safety Alert has been produced so that anybody considering purchasing these axles to lower their vehicle’s 

suspension are aware that:  

1. the components cannot be LVV certified; and 

2. the components are potentially unsafe. 

Left: The failure occurred adjacent to the weld, at the connection between the axle tube (manufactured out of square hollow section 
steel) and the drop at the outer end that connects to the kingpin and stub axle. The connection where the failure occurred is poorly 
designed, and situated in the most highly-loaded part of the axle.  

Right: The outboard end of the axle (the drop) is also poorly designed; it uses several profile-cut steel plates sandwiched together and 
welded across the section. 

Affected vehicle owners are asked to stop using any vehicle fitted with this brand of twin beam axle immediately, 
and arrange for alternative, compliant suspension components to be installed. 

LVVTA requires all LVV Certifiers to fail any vehicle fitted with this brand of twin beam axle assembly. 

 


